Plant floor visibility from anywhere.
You can't improve what you don't measure.
ShopFloorConnect® is the complete solution

ShopFloorConnect OEE and downtime tracking software along with the SMI 2 machine-mounted interfaces collect important efficiency data from any machine with little or no operator involvement. ShopFloorConnect displays information in real time, so problems can be addressed as they happen. ShopFloorConnect allows you to quickly identify underperforming machines and the reasons for underperformance – enabling you to focus your valuable resources where they will do the most good.

Why ShopFloorConnect is Different

• Our 50+ years of application experience with industrial machinery allows us to help you implement the system quickly
• It utilizes a simple turnkey interface on each machine that plugs directly into your existing network
• Truly automatic collection of uptime, downtime, and production counts with no manual data entry
• Production data is available in real time – You don’t have to wait until a job is finished. The real-time nature of the product allows it to support ‘visual factory’ displays.
• Advanced OEE calculation method designed specifically for discrete manufacturing allows a unique ideal performance rating for each part/machine combination.
• Automatically generates and distributes user-configurable reports at scheduled intervals.

Key Benefits for Your Business

ShopFloorConnect’s automatic data collection and reporting capabilities include:

• Unbiased accuracy, timely information, elimination of manual data entry, and reduction in paperwork
• Increase capacity and profitability by addressing downtime issues
• Focus improvements in critical areas by quickly identifying and quantifying excessive production losses and bottlenecks
• Make more informed decisions relating to capital equipment purchases
• Better labor utilization and resource allocation
• Quote accurate deliveries based on real-time information
• ShopFloorConnect’s browser-based Factory Viewer supports large-format factory displays that provide instant visibility of underperforming machines
• Allows for remote viewing of real-time factory status via any browser, PC, tablet or smartphone
Key Functions

ShopFloorConnect automatically collects important production data from your machines—data that previously could only be collected manually—and places it into an organized database.

- Displays real-time machine status through the FactoryViewer
- Tracks machine uptime, downtime, and reasons for downtime
- Tracks production rates and counts
- Job Queue Manager
- Generates and automatically distributes reports including OEE by shift or job

The ShopFloorConnect SQL database can be used to provide timely, accurate, and unbiased production data to your existing (or future) MES and ERP systems.

Flexible Reporting

ShopFloorConnect uses Microsoft SQL Reporting Services. Report templates feature filter selections for customizing the reports to contain the information you want. Reports can be generated in formats including PDF, Excel, Word, and CSV. Users can create their own delivery schedules and recipient lists (individuals and groups).

Job Queue Manager

ShopFloorConnect allows you to create or import prioritized queues of jobs, which are then sent automatically to each ShopFloorConnect Machine Interface (SMI).

- Our Application Program Interface (API) allows the schedule to be populated from other software
- Calculates estimated time/date of completion for all jobs in the queue
- Paperless—it automatically sends job parameters to each Machine Interface
- Partially completed jobs can be automatically inserted back into the schedule
SMI 2: ShopFloorConnect Machine Interface

The ShopFloorConnect Machine Interface is a network-ready terminal that allows you to collect production data from virtually any machine. Rather than requiring a complex integration project, our machine interface is quick to install and requires only a few simple connections to the machine in order to provide fully automatic data collection.

- Easy to implement, turnkey solution
- Simple touch screen operator interface
- Network ready—simply connect to your wireless network or plug it in using the built-in RJ-45 (standard Ethernet) connector
- Ability to enter applicable job and operator parameters
- Fully customizable downtime reason codes for each machine
- Compatible with USB bar-code scanners
- Available as a panel-mount or with a NEMA 12 enclosure
- Optional 24 Volt DC and stainless steel NEMA 4X versions are also available
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For more Information
Contact your local representative or visit us at www.ShopFloorConnect.com